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'Petit Jean Takes Sixth All-American
Harding's 1964 yearbook, the
Petit Jean, joined an elite
dynasty when it was announced
last Saturday that the latest
annual had been rated an AllAmerican, making the fifth time
in succession the college yearbook had received such a distinction.
The 1964 edition became not
only the fifth straight All-American, but also the sixth winner in
the past ten years. Top awards
were taken by the 1955 book
and then by every book since
1960.
Last year's Petit Jean editor,
graduate Sandy Childers, was on
campus over the weekend and
was presented the certificate of
honor from the Associated Collegiate Press in Saturday's chapel

period.
Pryor Presents Award
Dr. Joseph Pryor, Dean of the
College and also Petit Jean faculty advisor, commented as he
announced the award that extrasensory perception must have
been at work when Sandy decided to visit the campus with
no knowledge that the award
had been received.
Dean Pryor also commended
Leighton Waters, last year's
business manager, and David
Burks, the book's photographer,
for their work on the awardwinning annual.
Judy Evans, this year's editor,
and Mike Waters, business manager, were also congratulated for
the work they did as assistants
to their positions last year.

An additional feather in the
Petit Jean's cap was the fact
that the total number of points
ammassed in the judging was
7510, a huge margin of 510 over
what was needed to rate AllAmerican.
Judge Commends
Gene Wicklund, judge who
rated the Petit Jean, had this
to say about the book: "Your
book was very interesting and
enjoyable to evaluate - a complete and colorful record of the
year . . . and a meaningful public
relations medium."
The guidebook which accompanies the rating service of the
ACP gives a rating to every section and phase of the book. The
Petit Jean received a superior
rating in nearly every division of

criticism, and thus won this comment which applies to all AllAmerican winners:
"All-American honor rating
represents a 'Superior' rating and
is reserved for the top publications."
ACP Rating Service
ACP provides both yearbook

and newspaper rating services for
college publications, and this was
its 55th Annual Yearbook Critical
Service.
John Clark, representative for
American Yearbook Company in
Topeka, Kan., is the company
advisor to the Petit Jean. Each
spring the staff travels to his
offices in Oklahoma City, Okla.,
to make final proofs on the completed book.

IT'S FIVE IN A ROW for the Petit Jean, as Dr. Joseph Pryor
presents 1964 editor Sandy Childers her All-American certificate
in chapel Saturday.
- PHorn av woRSHAM

Enrollment Reaches

All-time High of 1231
By Ann Camp
Harding College's fall enrollment has exceeded all previous
enrollments with a total of 1231
students representing 41 states
and six foreign countries.
The 1231 total represents not
only the largest enrollment, Dean
Joseph E. Pryor said, but also
represents "fewer dropouts in the
opening weeks of school." There
is an incrase of 112 over last
year's total of 1119.
Women Outnumber
The women outnumber the
men, which is evident in the
crowded women's dormitories.
The women students comprise a
little over half of the student
body.
Freshmen, as expected, are the
largest class enrolled, followed

by juniors, sophomores and
seniors.
Arkansas Leads
Once again Arkansas leads all
states in the contribution of 427
students while Texas is second
with 99, followed by Tennessee
with 79. Holding down fourth and
fifth place respectively are Missouri with 75 and Louisiana with
50.
Other States Totals
Other states having more than
30 students are Alabama, Ohio,
Kansas, Michigan and Illinois.
Included in the student body
this semester are representatives
from six foreign countries. Four
students are from Northern
Rhodesia, three from Southern
Rhodesia, three from Hong Kong,
one from Malaysia and two each
from Thailand and Canada.

Junior Coed Contest Winner
Christens Baby Bison 'Benny'
The 250-pound animal currently roaming at the College
Farm is no longer without a
name. He's been christened
"Benny."
Junior coed Pat McMackin submitted the winning name and her
reason for choosing it in the SAsponsored "Name the Bison Contest" which was for the sole purpose of attaching an appropriate
label to the baby bison which
recently became the Harding
Mascot.
Natural Nickname
The name "Benny" must have
been natural for the critter, be-

law, cheerleader Vicki Mitchell
and Bison editor Dennis Organ,
was won over by Pat's suggestion, and recommended that for
a while, at least, the bison be
Benny. In another year when
little Benny will weigh close to
1000 pounds, the panel decided,
"Big Ben" might well be more
appropriate.
Honorable mention was given
to all those who expressed a desire to name the bison "Benny"
or "Big Ben" who were Roger McCown, Keith Rhodes, Karen Hamilton, James Stone, Derald Ailes,
Mary Cook, Becky Riggs, Larry
French and Nancy Clark.
Pat will receive the $5 prize
which was offered by the Student
Association.
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Work Underway
On Radio KHBC
By Kenneth Starr
In keeping with Harding's expansion program, the Speech Department plans to place in operation a current-carrier radio station to serve the entire campus
community. The station, tentatively named KHBC, will operate
on a part-time basis under the
direction of a student manager.
Although a definite time for its
opening has not been set, work
is currently underway on the new
facilities in the basement of the
Bible building.
Dr. Evan Ulrey, head of the
Speech Department, states that
the tentatively scheduled program is designed to give interested students an opportunity to
gain practical experience in all
phases of radio work, such as announcing and program development.
Plans also call for station facilities which will include two
studios, a control room, storage
facilities and a lobby and office.
Although no formal arrangements have been decided upon,
the station, which has been tentatively named KHBC by the Harding Broadcasting Club, will probably devote its evening programs to music, news, and sports
casts.
Transmission of these broadcasts will be carried over power
lines, thus making the programs
easily available to both dormitory
students and married students.
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Leadership Meet Hosts 90
Caleb did not have the "grass- academic scholarships should be
hopper complex," and "Blessed raised. He also favored a study
is the leader who has his head hall where students could study
in the clouds and his feet on the together. A "dead week" before
ground." He said that one could final tests was discussed by the
not motivate others unless he was group.
sold himself.
Homecoming Plans
Burks Outlines Program
Miss Burkett said that Jim
SA President David Burks then Miller would again be in charge
told of completed and proposed of homecoming and would again
activities which are conducted work through the classes with
and assisted by the SA. He called the bonfire, caravan, platform
special attention to the SA bulle- and program. She suggested that
tin board, which lists cafeteria each club have an official car in
Keynote Speech
menus, hospitalized students, the car caravan, and that the
The keynote speaker: -Jimmy
clubs should participate in the
athletic activities, etc.
Allen, spoke on the "QualificaHe said that the Stapleton pla- pep rally through skits, etc. An
tions of Effective Leadership." He
que and frame would be hung all-school hootenanny was procited five: dedication, willingness
in the Science Building. Bur ks posed for after the homecoming
to work, vision, optimism and the
also called attention to the in- game.
ability to motivate others. He
Miss Calcote mentioned the
correction of the Handbook consaid that the dedication of the
stitution; new amendments were success of the dollie drive last
"average Communist makes the
not included. He also announced year but said that diversion was
average Christian look childish."
two new cabinet members: Mary needed for interest. She had
Concerning optimism, he saicf
Beth Hicks as office secretary and three suggestion for Christmas
the Biblical spies Joshua and
Paul Gardner as chapel secre- activities: let the girls make
something, let the boys fix food
tary,
baskets again and let the girls
A
m
o
n
g
proposed
activities
Dean Pryor To Attend
Burks mentioned a reception soon make a cake or cookies to go
North Central Meeting to be held for Harding for eign with it, or let each club have an
In Chicago on Saturday students. Burks also mentioned individual project.
that a monthly summary of
Club Activity Urged
Dr. Joseph E. Pryor, Dean of activities, to be sent to all
O'Neal subbed for Loverd Peathe College, will attend a meet- faculty members, was under con- cock, who suffered a brain coning of the North Central Associa- sideration.
cussion in the Fort Sill game,
tion Sub-Committee on Liberal
and said that the social clubs
Symposium Discussions
Arts Education, Saturday, Sept.
A symposium composed of Mike are very influential in forming
26, in Chicago, Ill.
Waters, Ch a r 1 o t t e Burkett, attitudes on campus. He menDean Pryor will be serving his
Sandra Calcote and Ken O'Neal tioned club participation in
second year as ·co-ordinator of
discussed the improving of var- chapel programs, in academic emthe Liberal Arts Study Program,
ious SA activities. A group dis- phasis by recognizing clubs for
which is a comprehensive regood scholarship and in campus
cussion followed each speech.
search program of approximately
Waters discussed academics projects by improving the ap75 colleges for the purpose of
and said that students needed pearance of the physical plant. He
improving the academic programs
motivation to excel in studies. also said clubs could improve
of the respective institutions.
He mentioned the high athletic school spirit by encouraging their
During the year, Dean Pryor
scholarships and said he was not members to attend all-school
will visit eight colleges in the
opposed to them, but he thought games, etc.
states of Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska and South Dakota in conjunction with the study program.

The Student Association held
its Leadership Forum Monday
morning, heard Jimmy Allen
speak, and then conducted a
spirited discussion on the role of
cam.pus organizations in improv~
in.g themselves and the individual student.
Attending the forum were 77
representatives from 52 campus
organizations. The SA Counril
and officers brought the total
attendance to over 90.

New B & B Address
Name of Entertainer
Harding College
c/ o Special Services Officer
Antilles Command
USARSO
Fort Buchanan, Puerto Rico

B & B Enjoying USO Caribbean Adv~nture

Pat McMackin
cause that was his nickname at
the farm from the first day he
arrived. Other entrants must
have thought so too, for there
were no less than ten students
who submitted the same prizewinning name.
The judges' choice of Pat as
winner was based on the reason
she stated for choosing the name,
which was a stated rule in the
contest. Actually, Pat gave him
the dignified name of Benson, in
honor of Dr. Benson, but also
suggested the shorter nickname
be applied.
Later "Big Ben"
The judges' panel of Dr. Clifton Ganus, football co-captains
Loverd Peacock and Morgan Out-

By Methe] Bales
Greetings from the Bison
Foreign Correspondent to the
Caribbean islands. The Belles and
Beaux have invaded the Panama
Canal Zone, and we are off on an
"adventure in paradise," if it is
possible to overlook the ninetypercent-plus humidity.
We are staying in the visiting
officers' quarters at Fort Clayton,
where every closet is equiped
with a heating unit to keep the
moisture from mildewing everything. It is the middle of the
tainy season here, and that
means at least an hour of hard
rain every day. But t he weather
is pretty clear before and after.
Take Jungle Trip
The isthmus is beautiful; the
foliage is lush green and colorful flowers are in abundance. We
had our first trip through the
jungle Sunday afternoon on the
way to our program on the Atlantic side and were fascinated
by the sloths hanging upside
down in the palm trees along
with the coconuts.
We were delayed at the Canal
while a Japanese ship went
through, 130 we got to watch the

mechanical mules at work pulling the ship through the locks.
We also toured a small zoo at
Fort Sherman that same afternoon and learned which native
animals were edible and which
to leave alone. Now when we
take our jungle hike later in the
week we can stop for a midafternoon snack!
Brave Performers
Professor (Uncle Bud) Davis
and Charolette Chitty made quite
a picture holding the boa constrictor that the attendant guaranteed was not hungry. Most of
the group only mustered courage
to hold a harmless honey bear.
We were late arriving in Panama after Dora delayed us in
South Carolina for a day and a
half. While in Charleston we were
quizzed many times about our
occupation - we were accused
of being teachers in the Peace
Corps, students bound for the island universities and Shirley
Johnson was even asked how
1long her husband had been stationed away from her.
Delay Appreciated
Outside of the delay, the only
effects we felt from the hurri-

cane were strong -..vinds, a tenminute rain and a rough plane
trip across the Atlantic Ocean.
Actually our extra day of rest
in Charleston was greatly appreciated.
Fort Clayton has numerous
facilities for tennis, bowling, golf,
swimming and other sports. We
even have access to two beaches
where the shark nets are ninetyseven percent effective!
Our billets and all the army
buildings are done in the native
architectural style, so we feel as
if we were staying in a hacienda.
Being Well Received
We've been well received
everywhere and treated like
royalty. It has been an exciting
journey thus far. We've performed five times for a total of
about twelve hundred people.
Sunday morning we gave our
"Life of Christ" program for a
very appreciative congregation at
the Protestant Chapel, and one of
our shows Monday was presented
for the patients at Gorgas Hospital. Our nightly show-cases
have been presented in nice
theaters, and we hope our luck
continues.

''MY, WHAT A BIG MOUTH you have!" seems appropriate for
ardent Harding fan Ron French at the Bisons' opening football
clash with UTMB.
- PHOTO BY woRSHAM
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Lesson to Learn
From Mad Bulldog

From the Editor's Desk:

Editorial Statement Set Forth
To Clarify Policies of The Bison
It is the necessary custom at the beginning of
each school year for the Bison editor to present in
definite terms the editorial policy of the paper.
The most significant thing for students to realize
is that the publisher of the Bison is Harding College.
Every newspaper must reflect the policies of its
publisher; in producing the Bison, the editorial staff
is quite logically expected to stay in line with Harding's policies.
But one cannot say that the Bison is not a student newspaper, because it is produced and financed
almost wholly by the efforts of students. It is not,
however, a tool which the student body can use to
work against the administration and faculty.
Christian Principles Involved
In reflecting the policies of Harding, one must
realize that the greatest foundation of the college
is her Christian principles. If Christian principles
play a part in the editing of the Bison it will not become a scandal sheet or an open battleground on
which to argue petty personal differences.
The staff will use discretion in choosing material it feels. is worthy for public appraisal, and will
not allow itself to be pressured into accommodating
small controversial groups.
Contributions Welcomed
All this does not mean, however, that we will
not welcome worthwhile discussions. We intend to
present as well as we can an accurate and interesting
portrayal of the news and views which affect the
college.
All contributions, including letters, will be considered for publication. Final decisions will be made
on the basis of appropriateness, quality and relation
to the policies of the paper.
An Instrument of the College
In short, the Bison is an instrument of Harding
College. In addition to reporting the news of the
campus, in its publications it is expected to reflect
the fundamental principles of the college, the foremost of which are of a religious nature.
We will strive to do just that, and also to present
a newspaper of which the administration, faculty,
community and students can be proud.

-D.0.

Neglect of 'Old Glory' a Bad Sign
On June 14, 1777, the Continental Congress resolved, "that the flag of the thirteen United States
be thirteen stripes alternate red and white; that the
union be thirteen stars, white in a blue field, representing a new constellation."
Since this date Old Glory has acquired 37 additional stars and is acknowledged throughout the
world; but does it stir people to joy, courage and
sacrifice as it once did?
Not an Abstraction
This is not an abstract idea or one that applies
only to servicemen or during times of war, but one
that affects us as students of Harding College. How
many times have you repeated the pledge of allegiance to the flag? Most seniors would answer
that they could count on one hand the times that it
has been led since they entered Harding.
One of our flag codes prohibits flying the flag
at night except for special occasions. During summer
school these special ocasions became quite numerous
as the flag flew many nights.
Situation Improved
It is a credit to the school and to responsible
individuals that this situation has improved in the
past week. Couples no longer stroll across campus
and look at the moon, stars and flag.
If our flag, which has flown for 188 years, still
stands for the country's land, its people, its government and its ideals, let's pause in our political disagreements and join in giving it the respect it merits.
-M.T.
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By Sherry Balthrop

It's time to really get down and dig.

- - - - - - - - - - T H E SPOKESMAN----------·

'Prophets of Doom' Discredit Faith
By Jim Wilson
"He who observes the wind
will not sow; and he who regards
the clouds will not reap."
-Solomon
Vision, hope, and dauntless
optimism - these are the ingredients that six generations
have blended into the American
melting pot to realize this present nation. Old men wished
their sons well as they embarked
on the Atlantic voyage. The
white-haired fathers of each succeeding generation sympathized
with the dreams of their sons,
even if they could not understand
those dreams.
A Continual Search
They looked from the tidewater
to the piedmont. They looked to
the highlands. They looked beyond the river. They looked
across the plains and desert. They
looked from the farm to the
city. But always their fathers
wished them well, sharing their
dreams.
But the dreams float on and
we reckon the year as 1964. We
are told now that we may as
well resign ourselves to the fact

that Wf' are living in the downswing of American civilization.
We hear that the forces of moral
corruption, internal sabotage, and
complacency have already assured our sad fate.
Prophets of Doom
Last week a well-known ecclesiastic, who incidentally is the
grandson of that great visionary
Woodrow Wilson, asserted in
Washington that America has a
futile choice in the November
election. He further insisted that
this futility is only reflective of
the fiber of our people today.
We hear that the time is out
of joint - we are sinking and
smothering in our own exhalation. Our cities are the decayed
debris of a decaying civilization.
Evil on Every Hand
Agriculture is a tangled parasit ic web sucking our country's
life-blood. Labor is immorality
personified. Social concern we
are told leads to subsidized illigitimacy. Gloom and dark days
are ahead because it is only
natural for blacks to hate whites.
We hear that our churches are

Too Many Students Satisfied
With Diet of lntellectualJMud
By Sherry Balthrop
During the last invasion of
China, families shivered in houses
made of cardboard and starved
on diets consisting of little more
than occasional trash.
The more courageous parents,
desperate for nourishment for
themselves and their children,
turned to the soil. They gathered
buckets of mud from their yards,
heated it, and sadly ate it themselves and fed it to their children.
Fulfilled a Purpose
These people's stomachs were
pleading for nourishment and the
mud accomplished its purpose. It
was abundant, and thus easily
obtainable. It was filling, putting
to an end the pains of hunger
which racked their bodies. It
stilled the gnawing emptiness
that overwhelmed them. And it
gave them a few of the vitamins
and minerals that their bodies
cried for.
We sympathize with them because of the sadness of the situation they were forced int o, and
yet we cannot sympathize with
those of us today who voluntarily settle for intellectual mud.
We Need More Than Mud
The mind that God has given
to us is capable of digesting and
putting to good use wholesome
knowledge and completely nutritious ideas and thoughts. This
type of information is the type
one should strive to obtain even
if it is extremely hard to find.
It may require a lot of patience
and sheer determination for one
to seek out and understand the
vitamin-packed id e as
an d
mineral-saturated experiences of
others. But in the long run, those
are the things that will assure
him a healthy mind and attitude.
They will give him the strength
and stability that mere mud
could never provide.

"Drink Deep. . ."
Too many of us settle for the
more abundant shallow ideas and
thoughts which satisfy the need
for information and stop the
gnawing hunger for thought
which our minds possess. We
provide our bodies the best available foods, and yet fill our minds
with any available substitute for
the more difficult to obtain;
nourishing food for thought.
Each one of us should stick
to a steady diet of healthful,
stimulating and varied . experiences. One should not allow himself to become accustomed to the
merely satisfying and yet totally
deficient mud of the less wholesome ideas.

just fronts for radical, political
and economic conspiracies both left and right. Modern history is nothing but the Stygian
stream itself.
There is a Chance
Vision, hope and dauntless
optimism these built our
country. Certainly every generntion on this continent has faced
seemingly overwhelming odds.
One might compare the ratio
of colonists to Englishmen in 1775
to the ratio of the Free World
to the Communist bloc in 1964
before he despairs of all hope.
Consider the irreconcilable conflict of the 1860's.
American history is an extensive catalogue of accomplishment
in face of the seemingly impossible. Did any generation ever
have a certain future promised?
Life considered in any sense is
a gamble. The odds are always
pretty slim for insignificant stuff
such as man in the universe.
Some Still Have Faith
But some of us still believe in
a God who rules the universe probably as many as ever did.
In spite of what we hear, the
human race as a whole never
has shown an exemplary abundance of godliness at any one
given time.
In the past, religious leaders
have inspired our country with
their bold spirits, their optimism
and their faith in man, God's
crowning creation in nature. Not
only out nation's virtue but the
very mettle that pushed us to
success in former times came
from those with strong religious
backgrounds.
"Sniffing Hypochondriac"
No·w a sniffing hypochondriac
is not at all uncommon in the
pulpit. "From up here things
look pretty bad." "The game's
about up." It is not very reminiscent of the Puritan ministers
who gave their flocks courage
in seventeenth century New England. Nor is the priest Ezra's
example called to mind. The four
chaplins of the Second World
War were forgotten. The pluck

A little competition never

h:~

A little girl was m aking fa ces
at her bulldog when her mother
r eprimanded her. Replied the
little girl, "Well, he started it."
She was probably right, because
it is no trouble for a bulldog to
look unhappy or even u gly.
But the dog was probably innocent and the girl wrong in int e:·preting the look on its face .
Even if it was guilty, she gained
nothing by competing with it in
making fac es. The person who
fainks he must return every ugl y
face h e sees, or every ugly act
directed toward him , will have
a profitless and unhappy life.
. Misinterpreted Motives
The bulldog couldn't help the
way he looked and probably
meant no harm. Yet the little
girl retaliated. She misinterpreted a sm.all outward appearance
and took steps for revenge. Often
one will be<:ome so afraid of the
disapproval of others that he will
interpret any little teasing remark, any bit of friendly kidding,
any innocent act of inattention as
an open avowal of dislike.
One can become so sensitive
to small outward appearances
that he will soon be almost hunting for disapproving actions and
words. He may find himself
jumping to the conclusion that he
is disliked and mistreated by
everyone.
Revenge Apparent
The little girl made it a point
to take revenge. Immediately her
hurt pride and eagerness to retaliate prompted her to treat the
dog in the same way she felt
she had been treated.
Too often a person feels that if
he is ignored by the person next to
him in Bible class it is his duty
to be just as unfriendly in return.
If a person were to spend all his
time trying to hurt those whom
he felt had mistreated him, he
·would gain nothing. And he
would lose time, happiness and
friends. Possibly there could be
a reason for the apparent coolness, and maybe that coolness
could be eliminated and forgotten by one kind, helpful or complimentary word..
A Bulld og Can Smile
If one could only remember
that it is easy to mistake the
motives and feeling of others, it
might be easier to smile and be
friendly to the person who fails
to smile first. It might be easier
to be happy and at ease around
those who seem cool or distant.
It might even be possible to make
that bulldog smile, too.
and nerve of the nineteenth century gospel preachers in face of
Indians, Cicil War and Robert
Ingersol seem laid to rest in
some crude country church yard.
All We Want is a Chance
We are tired of this. We have
as much reason to believe that
a merciful Father will grant us
our three score and ten as anyone
in the past has had. Let us
dream our dreams and see our
visions.
The purpose of religion is to
inspire, not to crush. Despair,
pessimism, despondency we
have had enough of that. All we
ask for is a chance - a chance
to play the game, a chance to win
or lose.

anyone.

~mperor's New ~Jothes"
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By Diana Mitchen

upperclassmen are taking the responsibility of producing and diOpening the 1964-65 Harding recting this presentation.
By Hope Shutts
Vying for junior vice president
drama season will be "The Emare Tom Milton, Dan Smith, and
Max Hager, a four-year veteTwenty candidates contended William Tucker. An art :rpajor,
peror's New Clothes" presented
by the Campus Players on Oct. ran of Harding drama, will direct for nine possible class offices to- Tom hails from Fort Smith, Ark.,
the production. Termed a new day as Harding upperclassmen
1 and 2.
while William Tucker is a preA fantasy of oriental origin, learning experience by Hager, he went to the polls to elect leaders. med major from Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
explains,
"The
play
is
experiVote
results
will
be
posted
on
the production is a new experiand Dan Smith, from St. Francis,
ence for the group as it is a mental and initiates new perfor- the Student Association bulletin Kan ., is a music education major.
children's play, and the actors mers into acting. The actors will board tonight, as soon as they
Four Seek Secretarial Spot
will mainly perform to audiences play to a small audience and thus have been tabulated. Runoffs, if
Secretary-treasurer
candidates
receive
the
necessary
experience
necessary,
will
be
held
tomorcomposed of children.
for breaking into large produc- · row. Freshmen elections will be for the juniors are home econoAs there will be no definite
mics ma jor Carol Bonnell, from
tions. "
conducted next week.
organization for a directing class
Doniphan, Mo.; Cullman, Ala. reRefusing
to
limit
the
presentaGary
Brock
and
W
h
e
e
1
er
this year, experienced actors and
tion simply to children, he fur- Pounds are candidates for presi- sident, Linda Spears, an accounting major; elementary education
~•JllllllllllllDllllllllllllClllllllllllltlllllllllllllDlllllllllllll•:• ther states, "Any audience can dent of the senior class. Hailing
chuckle at the characters' pro- from Springfield, Mo., Gary is major, Martha Terry, from Mid~
~ blems and receive wholesome re- majoring in Bible and Biblical land, Tex.; and Sue Wilson, a
~
~ lief from the deluge of psycho- Languages, while Wheeler, from Lubbock, Tex., physical educaMoved to New Location
logical productions which now Amory, Miss., is majoring in tion m a jor.
Contending for president of the
flood the stages."
Bible also.
sophomore class are Bob Adams
Senior Hopefuls
and David Smith. Bob, from
~
~ The company includes Dalton
Eddleman, winner of last year's
Senior vice-presidential hope- Homestead, Fla., is majoring in
best actor award, Jimmy Love, fuls are Paul Gardner, a physical biology, and David is a physics
~
Anna Sue Hinds, Mark Bateman, education major from Vienna, major from Ashdown, Ark.
Julie Huddleston, Terry Fruzia, W. Va. and Bill Short, a Bible
Two Vie For Vice-President
Andy Saunders, Bob Adams, Tom major, whose parents are misBusiness major, Kenneth Car=
= Reppart, Erlene Laney an d sionaries in Bulowayo, Southern
penter, and Don Johnson, a busi·
Jeanne Brown.
Rhodesia .
I09 East Arch
ness administration major are
Those running for secretary- sophomore vice-presidential candtreasurer of the senior class are: idates. Ken is from Kansas City,
Mary Ethel Bales, Searcy resi(Across from Security
Mo. , and Don is from Shreveport,
dent, who is majoring in music
~
Bank Drive-In)
~
La.
BRUCE SHERROD'S
education; Sandra Ward, a MapleUncontested for secretary-treawood, La., elementary education
surer of the sophomore class is
major;
and
Barbara
Williams,
an
§
Sharon Wisner, a speech
English major from Hale Center,
Julian
from Glenwood, Ark.
Tex.
Junior Presidential Candidates
No one can take sufficient
Jimmy
~
Phone CH 5-9703
Candidates for president of the pleasure in an occupation which
E
:
junior class are Donald Medley, causes him pain and in which
~
~
~
Ode
~ MAIN AND PLEASANT STS. a Memphis, Tenn., pre-engineering he makes with difficulty small
major; Jim Miller, Little Rock progress: in the end his unpro~
~
resident; and Kyle Smock, a his- fitable toil will make him hate
tory major from Moline, Ill.
his occupation and himself.
!21111111111110111111111111n111111111111n111111111111c111111111111t!
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Two freshmen and one junior
were elected Tuesday night as
new Bison cheerleaders, including Harding's first male yellleader in several years.
David Lee, a junior transfer
from Lubbock Christian, and a
Durango, Colo., native, Kathy
Balthrop, freshman from Ft.
Worth, Tex., and Sharon Burris,
Little Rock freshman, topped the
balloting which included sixteen
hopefuls.
Six Regulars
Karen Hardy, junior from J ack-

Central j~
I Barber Shop I
i
i
~

I

~

i5

Ia

I
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You're Always Welcome at the

MRS. HARRIS CAFETER'IA

MAYFAIR HOTEL

Featuring Home-Cooked Meals and

Private Parties our Specialty

Home-Made Pies

3 Dining Rooms At Your Disposal
l 03 NORTH SPRING

ON THE SQUARE IN DOWNTOWN SEARCY
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PHOTO B Y WORSHAM

FAMILY
SHO 'E STOR 'E

WELCOME TO HARDING

Randcraft Shoes for

While You are in Searcy, Make the

Young Men

114 NORTH SPRING

Your Headquarters For Good Food.

EXTRA CARE FOR
YOUR HAIR

Poll Parrot Shoes

WYATT
Barber Shop
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Do You Know There is A

DRUG STORE Near Campus?
112

Possibly there is no commodity on the American market so
undependable, so faulty, inaccurate and worthless, and yet so
widely welcomed and accepted as
hear-say.

Miss Wonderful

For Children

0

Few people ever find out much
by listening to themselves.

Fiancees

HIGHWAY 67 EAST

i~

Dr. W. L. Roy Wellborne, Director of Placement, announces
that any senior or graduate student who failed to register with
the Placement Office, Tuesday,
Sept. 22, must register tonight
at 6:30 p.m. or tomorrow and
Saturday.
To aid students, College Placement Annuals, which present the
occupational needs of more than
1800 employers, are now available in the Placement Office.
These annuals will be used in
conjunction with counseling for
seniors and graduate students
throughout the United States and
Canada.
Dr. Wellborne also suggests
that those students affected
should check the bulletin board
of the Placement Office and the
Bison for notices of dates for
interviews by prospective employers.

* * * * *

VAN-ATKINS
CH 5-2530

Newly-Elected Cheerleader
Sharon Burris leads her tryout yell Tuesday night.

I

j!
f1

In Back-To-School Shoes

I•

sonville, III., will be alternate
cheerleader and will practice
with the six regulars. Three
cheerers named last year are
Vicki Mitchell, head cheerleader,
Sherry Balthrop and Karren Warren.
Lee was head cheerleader at
LCC last year, as well as being
sophomore class vice-president
there. He is a speech major and
works with horses as a hobby.
David did a "lift" yell with
Sherry Balthrop for his tryout.
...._ FWCC High School Grad
Kathy Balthrop, now part of a
Harding cheerleader's sister act,
is a graduate of Ft. Worth Christian High School. There she was
class favorite, cheerleader, football sweetheart, and was in
chorus, Beta Club and the Student Council. Her hobbies are
sewing and swimming, and her
major is elementary education.
Sharon Burris, a speech major,
was chosen by her local Lions
Club as their sweetheart, and
she enjoys sewing and skiing
as her hobbies.
400 Watch Tryouts
Approximately 400 students
turned out at the gym to cast
their votes in the election.
In addition, those who tried
out were Carla Bell, Pat Ferguson, Emilie Gardner, Janetkay
Gurganus, Sandra Hall, Gwen
Hampton, Don Hoadley, Betty
Neiderer, Carol McMillian, Paula
Stroud, Robbi Vann and Terry
Fruzia.

Seniors Required
To Register With
Placement Office

CH 5-4681
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Block to the Right,.At The White House
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Prescriptions
Drug Sundries
Cosmetics

Free Parking
Drive in Window

CLINIC
DRUG STORE
JOHN MORRIS, Pharmacist Manager
Harding Class of '53
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Lee, Balthrop, Burris Named
To Bison Cheerleading Squad
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305 NORTH SPRING
East Side of Square

2 Barbers on duty on
Friday and Saturday

120 WEST RACE

'K,oberson's
'K,endezvous
'K,estaurant
The 3 R's of Good Eating

Serving good Food for 28 Years
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Social Clubs Begin Year by Planning, Electing Officers
Te beginning of the school year
finds most of the campus' thirtythree social clubs laying plans
for the coming year and electing
n ew officers.
Beta Phi Kappa
Beta Phi Kappa's 31 returning
members and Leah Gentry, their
club queen, m et at sponsor Murray Wilson's home last Monday
for t heir first regular meeting
of the year.
Officers for the year are David
Burks, president; Alvis Brown,
vice-president; Gaylon Lamb, secretary; and Don Johnson, treasurer.
Frater Sodalis
Frater Sodalis social club began the year with a reunion and
watermelon party at Stan and
Betty Combs' apartment.
Roger McCown became the
new president this year when
president-elect Jerry Selvidge
was married this summer and
has moved . Sta n Combs is the
new vice-president, having been
eiected at the regular meeting on
Sept. 14.
Omega Phi
The Omega Phi social club h eld
a meeting on Sept. 14, at which

WHIRL

Margaret Ashton, Society Editor

From Cooks to Coaches

Queens and Beaux Fulfill Numerous Duties
Potential Petit Jean queens and efficient coaches for womens' basketball are numerous on our campus. These are two of the capacities filled by social club queens and
beaux, but other duties also go along with the honor of being a queen or a beau. The
queen supplies her club with cookies, cakes, and other such refreshments while the beau
attends meetings and functions
of his club.
Beta Tau Gamma beau is Gary
Brock, a Bible-Biblical language
major. A senior from Springfield,
Mo. , he is a member of TNT and
the Timot hy club.
Ruth Ann Selby, Delta Chi
member and secretary of SNEA,
serves as AEX club queen. She
is a senior majoring in home
economics from Clarksville.
Delta Chi Beaux
Galaxy's president, Paul Gardner, a senior physical education
major from Vienna, W. Va., also
is active as Delta Chi Omega's
beau.
Alpha Phi Kappa queen this
year is Francene Spaulding, a
junior art major from Abilene
Tex. She is a Ju Go Ju, a Bis<>n
Booster, and a member of the
band.
David Taylor is Gata club
beau. He is a senior from
Picayune, Miss., majoring in business administration.
Leah Gentry BPK Queen
Beta Phi Kappa selected Leah
Gentry as club queen for the
second year. A Zeta Rho, she is
a senior English major from
Alhambra, Ill.
Sophomore Gary Simpson will
serve as Kappa Delta club beau
this year. He is a history major
from Overland Park, Kansas.
Queen of Chi Sigma Alpha is
Peggy Grandi, sophomore history
major from Memphis. She is a
Regina and a member of A Cappella.

Medley KKK Beau
Another Memphisite is beginning his second year as Kappa
Kappa Kappa beau. Don Medley,
a junior pre-enginering major, is
a Sub-T and plays intercollegiate
basketball.
A general science major from
North Little Rock is Kappa Phi
beau this year. Tom Blucker is
a junior and a member of TNT.
Jo Ann Kelly is Delta Iota
queen. She is a Kappa Delta and
junior psychology-sociology major
from Ft. Worth, Tex.
Representing Ko Jo Kai is
Randy Crider, a junior math
major from Memphis. He is a
Sub-T and plays int ercollegiate
football.
Frater Sodalis Queen
Frater Sodalis has chosen Susie
Romero as queen. She is an Oege
from New Orleans and is majoring in elementary education.
Wheeler Pounds is serving his
third year as Las Companeras

'
Pat Watson, senior elementary
education major from Campbell,
Mo., is Sigma Tau Sigma queen.
She is also in Delta Chi and
SNEA.
WHC Beau McCown
Bible major Roger McCown is
WHC beau. He is a senior from
Hatboro, Pa.
Zeta Phi Zeta's beau is senior
David Day. He is a history major
from Ripley, Miss.
Sub-T-16 queen is a senior
from Stilwell, Okla. Mary Ellen
Baskin is in Ko Jo Kai and is an
art major.

beau. He is a Bible-Social Science
major from Cordoua, Ala.
Mu Eta Adelphian has chosen
Wilmer Rikard as beau. He is an
elementary education major from
Tuscumbia, Ala., and a member
of the A Cappella and Galaxy.
Second Year Queen
Charlotte Burkett from Portales, N. M., is again Galaxy
queen. A senior, she was homecoming queen last year and is
majoring in elementary education.
Oege's beau is Gaylon Lamb,
a senior English major from Delight. He is a Beta Phi and a
member of SNEA.
Dwayne Van Rheenan, junior
men's SA representative, is a
Bible-speech major. Paragould is
the home of Omega Phi's beau.
Junior Linda Robinson is
Koinonia queen. A business education major from Manila, she is
WHC president.
Phi Delta chose Ken O'Neal,
senior men's SA representative,
as beau. He is a biology major
from Lubbock, Tex.

LCC Transfer is Beau

Three Years as Beau
Another third year beau is
Regina's Donnie Thompson. He is
a senior from Searcy majoring
in business administration.
Doris Morris, former Pioneer
queen, is now Lambda Sigma's
queen. She is in Colhecon and
Kappa Delta and is a senior home
economics major.
Theta Psi is beginning its third
year with Mohican Terry Smith
as beau. He is from Clarksdale,
Miss., and is a Bible major.
Karen Warren Queen
Junior Karen Warren is
Mohican club queen. She is from
Henderson, Tenn., and is a Ju Go
Ju.
Band, A Gappella, and Belles
a nd Beaux occupy much of the
time of Tofebt club beau Clair McKean-. He is a junior elementary
education major from Darlington,
Pa.
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RESTAURANT
• Private Dining Room
for Banquets and Parties
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STOTT'S DRUG STORE
Featuring
Marcelle Cosmetics
Revlon
Coty
Dorothy Perkins
Max Factor

"For the

For All Your Drug Needs See Stott's Drug

Best in
Fabrics,
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Dinner

MR. AND MRS. W. H. McMIKLE
PHONE CH 5-3596
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611 EAST CENTER

100 North Spring

Birthday Cakes
Wedding Cakes
All Bakery Specialties
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BRONNIE'S
Beauty Salon

CH 5-4415
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Zeta Phi Zeta
Newly elected officers are
Linda Spears, president; Dana
Rowland, vice-president;
Joy
Woolard, secretary; Sharon Jet'ton, treasurer; Beth Hemingway,
song leader; and Sandra Burchfield, historian.

DRESS SHOP

11 3 East Center

i

1
!I

n11 -

tain on Greer's Ferry Lake.
Eleven members and sponsor Dr.
Erle Moore battled mosquitos
and drizzly weather in order to
catch a few hours sleep and to
prepare supper and breakfast.

KROH'S

ALtEN'S QUALITY BAKERY
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Junior transfer Jerry Brown
has been chosen as Zeta Rho
beau. He is a former LCC student
from Dumas, Tex.
Another A Cappella and Belles
and Beaux member is TNT queen.
Anita Green is a senior home
economics major from Chesterton, Ind.
Business major William Tucker
from Tuscaloosa, Ala. , is Ju Go
Ju club beau. He plays intercollegiate football and is a Sub~T.

time plans were made for pledge
week. A work party was also
held on Sunday, Sept. 20.
Club officers for the semester
are Charlotte Humphries, president; Rita Rachel, vice-president;
Nancy Dasher, secretary; Anita
Hobby, treasurer; and Heidi Heid,
reporter, historian.
OEGE
OEGE social club held its first
meeting on Sept. 14 to make
plans for this year's activities.
Mrs. Jerome Barnes will continue
as the club's sponsor.
Officers for the fall semester
are Jane Simpson, president;
Betty Wakefield, vice-president;
Sharon Deacon, secretary; Marcia
Archer, treasurer; Linda Benson,
parliamentarian; Mary Garner,
historian; Susie Romero, devotional director; Joan Wall ace,
athletic director ; Carmen Camper ell, reporter; and Karen Kelt on, photogr apher.
Chi Sigma Alpha
Chi Sigma Alpha started off
the years' a ctivities with an allnight outing at Sugar Loaf Moun-
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• Love Bri9ht Diamond Rin9s
The Reg istered Diamonds that Assure you of
Permanent Value Always

• Sterlin9 Silver by Gorham, Towle, Wallace,
and International
• China by Lenox and Syracuse
• Crystal by Tiffin, Glastonbur9
Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in
Jewelry and Watch Repair

Parrish Jewelry
Court Square

1-IARDI NG COLLEGE

Laundry & Cleaners
Cleaning - Pressing - Alterations
Wet Wash - Fluff Dry-· Finished Service
ALSO COIN OPERATED AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY
• First In Dry Cleanin9
• Approved Sanitone Service

DI AL
CH 5-4291
East Park Ave.
Wm. F. Furner, M9r.

Bisons Open AIC
Schedule Agai.nst
SSC Muleriders

Sept. 24, 1964
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Titt HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

After suffering defeat at the
BY GARY LUCAS
hands of two non-conference foes,
the Bisons will travel to Magnolia
Often Harding's intramural program is referred to
this week to take on the South- as being unique. It may be unheard of for a sports writer
ern State Muleriders in their to be so learned as to know the etymology of words; yet,
first AIC contest of the season. if he were among the unfortunates to have taken high
school Latin, it is highly possible that such information
SS Also 0-2
A look at Southern State also might exist among the cliches, hackneyed phrases and
reveals an 0-2 record. They were trite expressions that clog his
defeated by Southeast Oklahoma narrow mind.
tended. All those star athletes
7-6 in their first outing and
Unique arrived in the English who haven't the time for interagain by Livingston State 13-0 language as a derivative of the collegiate sports might prove
in their second game.
Latin words unus and equus. their boasts through their intraEven them most inept Latin stu- mural performances or disDesire Will Play Part
dent know that "unus equus" prove them.
In
the
Bison
camp
the
boys
· SWINGI~G SO H~RD that the bat seems invisible, TAG batter Roy Reaves connects against
"' * * *
are in fine spirit, says Coach, means "one horse!" As all HarFraters m Mondays club softball league. TAG dumped Fraters into the losers' bracket with a
CONGRATULATIONS to MorProck, and with the teams about' dingites will quickly assert, there
- PHOTO BY WORSHAM
5-1 victory.
is
nothing
"one
horse"
about
gan Outlaw, last week's Bison of
evenly matched, desire could
have a lot to do with the out- Harding, especially n.Ot her in- the Week. Too often the sideline
tramural program.
spectators and second-guessers
Beta Phi Leads Bowling
come of the game.
MR. BECK, intramural direc- see only the efforts of "Mr.
The Bisoru; will be without the
Following a summer of in- service of freshman standout Jim tor, may feel at times that the Touchdown" and the offensive
Jacqueline and Connie Shoes
activity, the club bowling teams Howard. Jim has done a fine job program is one horse - and he's side of the game. It is good for all
again converged with rather at quarterback and defensive that horse! It would be well for to be reminded that "the best
mediocre scores in evidence.
halfback, and fans will remember all Harding students to avail offense is a good defense."
themselves to the entertainment
Beta Phi Kappa rode the good his excellent punt returns
* * * *
and recreation that the program
against
UTMB.
His
absence
will
CHECKING the "spirit" therscoring of two lettermen of last
affords
and
for
which
it
is
innot
go
unnoticed.
momenter it indicates full support
year's third place AIC team to a
of the Bison gridders by the stusweep of Delta Iota. Galaxy, led
dent body and all Harding fans.
by Bill Trickey's 476, dumped the
The Black-and-Gold are ready to
Independents 3 to 1 and Sub-T
West Side of Square
Welcome Students
launch their AIC campaign with
with consistent scoring slipped
Southern State at Magnolia, Arkby Pioneer, also 3 to 1.
ansas, Saturday. With all their
loyal rooters pulling for them it's
all up to Coach Prock and
The University of Tennessee's many as eight Harding freshmen now
his Bisons to unseat those Mulein
the
game.
As
would
be
exMartin Branch Volunteers spoilERNEST WILSON and JEFF WILKERSON
riders.
ed the debut of the new 1964 pected from inexperienced hands,
* * * *
Harding Bisons with a 28-0 vic- far too many costly mistakes
CROSS-COUNTRY, one of the
tory Sept. 12 and the Fort Sill were made.
BARBERS
world's oldest forms of footArmy Base football squad of LawBright spots from the game
racing, will unfold Harding-style
ton, Okla., stretched the scoreless showed quarterback Hugo Campat the Harding golf course this
invite you to visit
game streak to two with a 33-0 bell completing 7 out of 16 passes
South Main
Tuesday in the inaugural Harding
and the Bisons gaining eight first
count.
Invitational Meet. Those in atand Park Avenue
The Bison's tussle with the downs to Fort Sill's nine. The tendance will see one of the
army boys from Fort Sill must be Black-and-Gold gained 108 yards nation's top teams in the '64-'65
Gulf Products
chalked up to experience. Every through the air to the host's 42, edition of the Bison Harriers.
1200
East
Market
One Block North of Campus
Bison saw action in the 33-0 de- but Harding fumbles resulted in Harding finished eleventh in last
feat. At one time there were as damaging losses. Both games year's NAIA national tourney.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:.'.'._~~~~~~_:~~ were good tune-ups for the openThis year Coach R. T. Clark ex------------------------' ing of the AIC schedule.
pects a finish "somewhere in the
The visitors from Tennessee top five."
had a tough time cracking the
* * * *
Bison defense during the first
"A SPORT for every MAN and
half of the season opener for every MAN in a sport," the
both teams, but came back stron- theme of the intramural program
WELCOME NEW STUDENTS
ger in the last two quarters to does not exclude the ladies. From
roll for four touchdowns.
observation it would seem that
Three Vol touchdowns came the favorite sport of both sexes
Let Us Help You
Finest In White County
without sustained offensive at Harding has been omitted
drives. A 70 yard runback of a from the program. Maybe after
ACROSS FROM WHITE COUNTY MOTOR
punt, a recovered fumble and an the weather turns slightly colder
With All Your Banking Needs
intercepted pass were enough to a few coeds will wind up with
HIGHWAY 67 EAST
ward off the Bison offense which some swinging letter jackets anynever could seem to get rolling. way!

HEUER'S SHOE STORE
SHOE BOX

Bisons Smothered in Openers
By UTMB Vols and Fort Sill

Talkington
Gulf Station

MODERN BARBER SHOP

cJOB~s
TOWN & COUNTRY
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Security

~

Bank
Station

Octane Blended Gas
PHONE CH 5-5831

Student Discount 2c Per Gallon
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

401 S. MAIN

CH 5-9796
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Porter's

Friendly, Progressive, Reliable
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Where Your Dollar Has More Cents
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HICKORY HOUSE NO. 2
Free Delivery on Orders up to $2.00
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STERLING STORES
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"Be Thrifty"
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College Students always WELCOME
Catering to Club Outings

Harding College
Students and Faculty

SANDWICHES

See the complete new line of '65 Fords

PIZZA

Highway 67 at Y
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BARBECUE CHICKEN

CH 5-9688

Bring us your Repair Work

SHOP -

SAVE
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Searcy's Leading Sc and $1.00
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Regardless of Make or Model
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W e Welcome HARDING STUDENTS!
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Your Ford Dealer

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.
THE HOME OF THE TRADING POST
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BILL'S FROZEN DELIGHT
Known for BIG BURGERS
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Sept. 24, 1964

Among Nation's Top Five?

Clark's Champions Ready to Run
By Gary Lucas
Harness the energy of a bolt
of lightning; relay that energy to
a man; tell that man to use that
energy as a fund-raiser for a
college, a research physiologist,
a biology teacher, part-time lecturer, vice-president of a progressive college and, as a hobby,
coach a cross-country team that
will figure in the nation's top
ten teams. You do all this and
Dr. R. T. Clark will result.
Upon entering his office one is
immediately at a loss as how to
address the man. Is it Dr. Clark?
Or is it Coach Clark? But, yet,
his informal air barely seems to
demand Mr. Clark. The man behind the desk is busily writing
when a smile looks up with a
man behind it. At once the whole
room is friendly and the exchange of questions and answers
seems as normal as a son talking
to a father.
They are IDS Boys
Dr. Clark enjoys talking about
HIS boys, but is more-than-alittle embarrassed when the topic
of the conversation shifts toward
himself. "I've got a great bunch
of boys! A real good bunch to
coach." That's his usual reply
when asked about his "hobby"
- the cross-country team.
"We've got five upperclassmen
and four of them were on the
squad last year." Jerry Baker,
Cliff Clark, Robert T. Clark and
Phil Merrell are the returnees
with Jerry Brown, a transfer student from Texas, added. There
are also two freshmen with a
weat deal of promise in Ken
Ellingwood and Bobby Smith.
Ellingwood may be remembered
by some as the high school boy
who beat Harding Academy's
Bruce Henson last year.
FOR SALE: Jeeps $64.50, Boats $6.18,
Typewriters $4.15, Airplanes $72.20,
Autos, Farm tractors, and mony others
too numerous to mention. Direct from
U. S. government. For complete directory where to buy in your state,
send $1.00, or $1.75 for national
directory to · Blaketag Surplus, P. O.
Box 223, Memphis, Tenn. 38101.

Strong "Bench"
"Of course, that's just the first
seven for us. We've got George
Hobby and Richard Rheinbolt,
who can probably step in there
anytime, too." Phil Griffen, a
transfer student from Middle Tennessee State College, is here on a
music scholarship. He's ineligible
this year, but he'll "run for us
next year as a sophomore." Griffen holds the Tennessee halfmile record for freshmen and
was the number two runner on
Middle Tennessee State's championship Tennessee team.
Of course the discussion of
Griffen brought to mind that a
little recruiting might be going
on. "No, the boys are doing the
recruiting. You know how it is
you win a few meets and
everyone wants to run for you."
In Wichita Saturday
This year's first meet will be
Saturday at Wichita, Kan. The
Bisons will take on the number
one and two teams in the nation
in Fort Hayes State and Emporia
State with Oklahoma University
and Wichita University tossed in.
OU is ranked quite highly in
the NCAA. "We'll consider it a
practice meet. The freshmen will
really get broken in. We can't
really expect to win against this
competition so early, but we'll
make a good showing."
Fort Hayes beat every team in
the nation except San Jose State
and they didn't race them. Emporia State boasts a sub four
minute miler in a boy named
Cameon. ''The only way to get

gex>d is to run against good competition. This is the best in the
country." Harding was invited
to race in this meet, which is an
honor in itself!
Invitational Meet Tuesday
Harding students will get their
first opportunity to see the Bison
harriers Sept. 29 at the first annual Harding Invitational Meet.
All AIC teams are invited plus
five other Arkansas schools. "If
the students want to get a good
look at the boys they ought to
get out to the golf course about
3:45 and go up on that hill near
the trees. Up in those trees they .
can see the boys all the way
OFF AND RUNNING after another AIC championship and a top spot in the national tournament
around. That would make it more
are six of Harding's cross-country runners, from left to right, Robert Clark, Jr., Ken Ellingwood,
exciting!"
Phil Merrell, Jerry Baker, Jerry Brown and Bobby Smith. Not pictured is AIC champion Cliff
On October 9 the Bisons will
Clark.
- PHOTO ev WORSHAM
run Mississippi College, the Misknow
several
AIC
school
have
Fort
Hayes
beat
the
top
NCAA
sissippi Collegiate Champions. On
October 17 Harding hosts the AIC gone out and hired cross-country teams handily. Asked about Harding's expected finish in the
preview and on the 23rd the AIC coaches."
nationals this year, Dr. Clark'
Stronger Team
championship meet. "After that
we'll be hitting the big schools
Dr. Clark admits that the ventured, " - somewhere in the
getting ready for the national Bisons are a lot stronger than top five." That's not a bad showchampionship meet."
last year, "but then, so might ing for a man's hobby!
be
the rest of the AIC teams."
"We want to win the AIC
before we start pointing too far After the AIC meet, win, lose
ahead. The AIC meet's the big or draw for the Bisons, comes the
one now." It seems that since NAIA n a ti on a 1 championship
Harding broke ASTC's domination meet in Wichita, Kan.
The NAIA is a lot stronger in
last year that the AIC has been
building to get the Bisons. "I cross-country than the NCAA.
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Box 852, Harding College
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EUBANKS AGENCY
207 East Market

CH 5-5838
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l 09 West Market
Searcy, Arkansas

'Radio & Television Servicenter

Housewares -

~

Appliances ~
2
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Quick Monogram Service

~
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FREE PARKING

~

~ 311 East Race

"Arkansas' Most Dependable Radio and TV Service"
CH 5-2893
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'COCA · COL.A.U AND · ~ cOKI:" Altl flllGllJEREO TRADl•MA .. KI
WH ICH IDE NTIPY ONL.Y THE PRODUCT C1 TH' CCCA • COLA COMPANY.

NEW MANAGEMENT

Louis Butts and Mike Sims

W00D.f RE 'EM AN
LUMB.ER COMPANY
• Johns-Manville Products
• Coleman Heating
• Benjamin Moore Paints
400 SOUTH LOCUST

Phone 5-9642

923 East Race

•I ----------.
WHITE COUNTY LANES
I

CH 5-3591
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I * Join Intramural Program
I * Bowl 3" Games for $1.00 anytime when in I
I
I this program
welcome Freshman and Transfer Stu- I
I * We
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HART AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
New Location

Close to School
** Handy
for Teachers and Students
Service ls The Heart Of Our Business
1204 EAST RACE
CH 5-3221

2202 East Race

CH 5-2242
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Enjoy America's No. 1 Participating Family Sport

~

CH 5-4611 ~

• Harding Students Welcome
• Brake Job and Tune up
• Free Pick Up and Delivery

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
FURNITURE - APPLIANCES
120 l EAST RACE

Furniture -

~

CONOCO

SHOP IN MODERN CONVENIENCE

E
~ Hardware -

~

L&M
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Bill Collins

See
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For All Your Insurance And
Real Estate Needs
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"Don't write it
Stamp it.
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Life's a picnic when you're refreshed.
\ \~oca-Cola, with its cold crisp taste,
is always just right,
'

never too sweet ••. refreshes best.

go
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Coke
....
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Bottled under the authority gf The Coca-Cola Company by1

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
SEARCY, ARKANSAS

